No. C. 47/2010-MSIC
MIZORAM INFORMATION COMMISSION
KHATLA : AIZAWL

Dr. L.H. Chhuannawma,  
Asst. Professor,  
P.U. College, Aizawl.  

Complainant

Vrs  

Respondent.

SPIO & Additional Director,  
Industries Department,  
Mizoram, Aizawl.

ORDER  
(21.4.2010)

A complaint has been submitted by Dr. L.H. Chhuannawma, Assistant Professor, Department of Political Science, Pachhunga University College, Aizawl, Mizoram, against the SPIO of Directorate of Industries Department for not giving the information requested for. A complaint case was registered under No. C. 47/2010-MSIC.

The short facts of the case is that the complainant requested the SPIO of the Directorate of Industries Department to give copies of all Deed of Agreement or Memorandum of Understanding between Government of Mizoram and various Companies/Consortium, etc. on oil exploration in Mizoram. However, as the required information was not given to the applicant by the SPIO, the applicant lodged a complaint with the State Information Commission to get the required information.

The SPIO was noticed to appear before the Commission on 9.4.2010. The SPIO appeared and was heard. In the course of hearing, the SPIO informed the Commission the difficulty being faced by him in getting the required information as the matter is being dealt with in the Geology & Mining Wing of the Department. The SPIO was then directed to appear again on 21.4.2010 with all required documents. The SPIO appeared and was heard. The SPIO informed the Commission that the required information has already been given to the complainant-applicant and submitted copies of the required documents to the Commission.

In the light of the above, the Commission finds no further proceeding on the matter and the case stands disposed of.

(K. TLANTHANGA)  
Information Commissioner